Step 1: Find an even piece of ground, stake out your tent and assemble the poles. Be sure the longer pole set is at the front of the tent for a quick pitch.

Step 2: Making sure the Non-rotating Elbows™ with H-Clip™ are facing in towards the body of the tent, insert the Ball Connectors™ at the ends of the poles into the tent's Jake's Foot™ attachments.

Step 3: Connect the front and back H-Clips™ to the Non-rotating Elbows™, then connect the remaining Ultralight Clips™ to the poles.

Step 4: Lay the rain fly over the tent and connect the small side-release buckles on the back of the tent. Next secure the rain fly to the front bar of the Jake's Foot™ attachment, stake out the vestibule and admire your new tent.

Package Includes: Tent Body, Rain Fly, 2 Poles, 2 Guy Cords, 6 J-stakes, 1 Pole Sack with stake pocket.